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lmproper installation can cause injury or death to occupants. lmproper installation can cause
the product to malfunction and / or cause injury to purchaser's vehicle.

THINK SAFETY AT ALL TIMES!
The purchaser or his agent assumes all responsibility for the usage of the products supplied,
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* ALWAYS remove your gas cap slowly. Fuel spray may cause injury.
* NEVER fill your tank 100% full - leave room for the cold fuel to expand.

Both steel and Poly tanks must be grounded.
Run a ground wire sender mounting plate from frame or the grounding strip.

lf your fuel-filler tube connected to the tank with a rubber hose, the filler-tube should
also be grounded to help prevent static buildup.

DO NOT cut, trim or drill a poly tank; this includes the flanges.
(exception: underbed poly tanks are made to accept relocation of filler tube)
DO NOT paint a poly tank. lt will eventually blister and peel. Virtually nofhrng sticks
to polyethylene. Armor-All or a similar product will protect your tank.

Shake your tank to remove any residual debris out the neck hole.
Double check for any packing, dust or shavings.

..'The tank mounts in the stock location using stock straps and tank insulators.
Straps are adjustable. Don't forget the insulators.

ALWAYS maintain a clearance of 2 inches between the tank and exhaust system.
Header tape can be used to wrap the tailpipe under the tank to minimize excess
vapors caused by heating the fuel or install a heat shield on or above exhaust pipe.

Use flexible fuel line between the tank and frame-mounted steel fuel line.

-..... Aremote-mount rollovervalve should be mounted in a vertical position and needs
to be as high, or higher, than the filler neck, (see drawing) The higher the better.
Connect this valve to the vent on tank (silver fitting) with fuel-proof connecting hose.

DO NOT eliminate the vent. DO NOT use it as a return Iine. Original tanks did not
have a vent, they depended on the extra room in the fill neck for escaping air. This
often caused "burping" and with newer style filler nozzles that have fume collecting
necks and collars it is even more difficult.

Pickup tubes are installed in our Poly tanks, but we do have
them available if needed. We also have tank shields for the
bottom and front, the inspection plate cover in the floor and
the hard fuel lines.

Our tank is ready to accept the stock (larger) style
sending unit.
For any other aftermarket sender use
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should be mounted even with or above filler neck
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